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ABSTRACT

t{hen a large truck makes a turn of large radius, the driver nay ¡nake a steady
steering input and the swept path of the vehicle through the turn ¡nay be com-
puted by an offtracking procedure. However, when a large truck must ¡nake a turn
of s¡nall radius, such as a right turn at an urban intersection, the driver must
devise a rnore conplex steering input that minimizes Íntrusion of the vehicle
into the space of other vehicles and also keeps the trailer vehicle units fro¡n
encroaching on the curb. Deterrnination of the steering input necessary for such
a turn is defined as a steering-path problem. In this pâper is described a
purely geometric approach to the solution of the steering-path problem that
results in steering inputs and swept paths typical of those observed in real
turning tnaneuvers by i.arge trucks. The method has been inpl-enented as a com-
puter progran for IBM mainframe cornputers.

l{hen a Large truck makes a turn, the strategy used
by the driver depends on some relationship among the
turn geonetry, the overalL vehicle length, and the
length and turning properties of the individual
vehicle units. For purposes of discussion, only
9o-degree turns of circular arc will be considered,
such as the situat.ion in which a two- or four-lane
two-way road intersects with a four-lane two-vray
road (Figure J.). Such a turn would often be made
after a complete stop, but that is not relevant to
this discussion. the method to be prêsented is, how-
ever, quite general and may be applied in other
situations.
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FIGURB I Typical intcrscction.

when a Èruck turns left at the example intersec-
tion, the driver ¡nay start fro¡n a central position
in the entry lane and ¡naneuver to terninate in the
curb lane of the exit roadway, as shown in Figure 2.
Such a turn typically would have a radius of 25 m or
nore. The driver simply steers such that the tractor
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FICURE 2 l¿ft-turn trajcctory of tractor-trailcr at typical
intersection.

steering axLe follows a circuLar arc. The remainder
of the vehicle combination follor,¡s, and its trajec-
tory cân be computed by the standard nethods of off-
tracking (see ,vehicle Offtracking Models" by M.w.
Sayers in this Record). There is generally enough
space in the roaderay intersect.ion that the offtrack-
ing of the vehicle does not interfere with other
traffic or obst.ructions such as curbs or islands.
Such turns are straightforerard because the turn
radius is sufficiently large in comparison with the
size of the truck and the roadway width that a steady
steering input by the driver is all that is necessary
to make the turn.

Àn entirely different situation arises, however,
when the truck turns right at the same intersection,
as shovrn in Figure 3. the driver r,¿il1 usually ¡¡¡ove
as far as possibLe to the left in the entry lane to
increase the available radius. This radius coul.d be
further increased by rnoving even more to the left,
if traffic vrouLd pernit. fsuch a move is considered
hazardous because of the possibility that â foLlor¡-
ing vehicle (cycle, rnotorcycle, or small car) also
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FIGURD 3 Right'tuln trâjcctoly of tractor'trailer at typical

intcrscction'

intending to nake the right turn might be tempted to
pass inside the truck and would be trapped between

ihe truck and the curb as the truck proceeded through
the turn.l The truck driver negotiates the turn using
a steering input that is intended to ¡ninimize in¡ru-

"ion 
oe tie iractor into Lanes other than the exist

Iane and to keep trail.ing vehicLe units from running
over the inside curb. Ttte steering input demands of
the driver may be rather co¡nplext especially tor
nuì.tiply artiðulated vehicle combinations--doubles

"nà 
tiiþr"". The driver essentially has to solve an

ãptitni"ätion problem. ninimizing intrusion into other
lånes while subject to the constraint of not running
over the curb.

There is evidently a great difference betv¡een the

"teãii.tg 
input made by a driver in a right turn and

that ¡naãe in a left turn. This difference arises
from the nuch larger left-turn radius, due to the
available space of the onconing traffic lane' that
allows the driver to constrain the steering axle to
follow a circulâr arc so that the rest of the vehicle
wiII follow. For a right turn the driver genêraLly
constrains the rear axle of the vehicle to follol'¡
some path that cornes close to but does not itnpinge

on the curb, for at least some critical portion of
the turn.

For a left turn the swept path of the vêhicle can
be deter¡nined in a straighifoiward ¡nanner by an off-
tracking procedure. However r for the snall-radius
rigtrt turn, no such procedure has lceen available'
tf¡å steering-path problem is therefore defined as

the determination of the steering input a driver
must provide to make a right turn with the rear of
the våhicle following the curb as closely as possi-
ble. This problen is unconstrained in the sense that
bhe driver is free to make the turn subject only to
the limitations that encroachnent on the curb and

movement to the left outside the enery lane are not
permitted. À constrained steering-path problem' in

"f,i.t tt" driver would also be required to avoid
obstacles such as other vehicles or isJ'ands, might
be defined. This is considered nuch nore complicated
and is beyond the scope of this paper.

The sfeering-path problem may be addressed in
several ways. It night for instance be treated as a

multivariaÀIe optimization problem' a boundary value
problem, or a feedback control problen' The latter
rnigtt indeed be a rather instructive approach' A

puiery geometric approachr which depends on the as-
ru¡nption of a Path for the rear unit of the vehicle
traversing the curver is described next'

rL7

STEERING-PATH PROBLEM

The steering-path problern is the deterrnination of
the driverrs steering input in a turn when the rear
of the vehicle tracks around a curve. If a path is
assu¡ned for the track of the turn center of the rear
unit of the vehicle around the curve' the problem

rnay be solved purely geornetrically'
First, some definitions are necessâry' A vehicle

unit is a component of a vehicle that nay steer or
articulate reLative to an attached vehicle unit' The

tractor steering axle is, by this definition, con-
sidered a vehicle unit, and it tows the body of the
tractor. Trailers and conventional converter dollies
are also vehicle unitsr as are any self-steering
axles attached thereto. A vehicle conbination is a

vehicle conposed of a number of vehicle units, with
the steerin! axte follovring sone path prescribed by
the driver ãnd subsequent vehicle units in tow' Àn

offtracking procedure is a conputâtionai' algorithm
by which the trajectory of the towed units of a

.rãhicIe combination may be obtained when the sceer-
ing axle follows a prescribed path.

For purposes of this paPer, the turning properties
ot a vehicle co¡nbination will be deter¡nined by fol-
lowing the conunon practice of using a zero-width

"bicyãle ¡nodel" of the vêhicle' in which each vehicle
uniC has an eguivalent wheelbase or distance from

its hitch point to turn center (see paper by M'w'
sayers in it¡is Record). when a vehicLe is driven at
loi speed along a prescribed path, the steering axle
follows that path and at every point is tangential to
it' if the s¡nalL slip effects present are ignored'
An offtrâcking procedure then permits the trajectory
of the towed units of the vehicle to be determined'
The offtracking procedure used in this paper is the
nethod of pure pursuit. As the ith unit of a vehicLe
combination ¡noves in small steps along the patht the
problem is to find the position and orientation of
lhe towed unit. This is done on the geonetric as-
sumption that the turn center of the towed unit ends

on ã tin. joíning its new hitch point Iocation and

its previous turn center location' other more

sophisticated procedures are available and could as

readily be used.
Now consider the steering-path problen' The key

to this is the realization that' at every point
through the turn, the turn center of the last unit
of the vehicle co¡nbination is tangential to the

"peciiiea Path. At first, therefore, the steering
pätn t"y be generated by an offtracking procedure

,itt t¡t" vehicle reversed throuqh the turnt as shown

in nlqut. 4 for the rear trailer of a vehicle combi-

nation. This l"eads írnrnediately¡ however' to three
problems: First. if a towed unit, which in reverse
lracking becomes a tovJing unit' has the hitch ahead

of the turn center of the unit it is towing in
reverse, then thât unit is unstable and will si¡nply
perform-a pirouette as shown in Figure 5' This usu-
åffy .ris"Ã for the tractor because of the location
ot ttre fifth vrheel. This problem is overco¡ne by mak-

i"s ã 
"t 

irt oc hitch point so that stabitity is ob-
tained. UsuaIIy the shift requirecl is small' no more

than a fev¡ centimeters. The second problen is that
units towed in reverse, and particularly the trâctor'
tend to cut inside the specified path initially as

turning in reverse is com¡nenced' This is actually
what iã required to back around a corner but is un-

representatlve of a right turn. Thís problem is cured

sirnply by modifying the path so that the tractor is
noi pättitt"d inside the curb, as shown in Figure 6'
A s¡nooth transition ¡nay be inserted between the
reverse offtracking ând the ¡nodified paths' vùhen the
modified path has been estabLished, the vehicle is
driven forward to generate a sv¡ept path using an

offtracking procedure. This rnay result in a ¡ninor
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FIGURE 4 Locus of trailer kingpin as vehicle unit is
backed with axle tangential to a spccified curve.
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2. Define the curb as a 9o-degree circular arc
of given radius at the points vrhere the curb meets
the rays, also shown in Figure 7.

3. Specify the path of the centerline of the
rear unit of the vehicle, either as a 9O-degree cir-
cular arc or as a set. of poÍnts measured fro¡n test
data. In the for¡ner case, data points are defined on
the râys. In the latter case, the given points are
fitted by a series of cubic splines and data points
are generated on the rays by solution for the point
of intersection of each ray with the appropriate
cubic spline curve.

FIGURE 7 füordinate system.

4. Define the geornetric data for the vehícLe.
5. Position the rear of the vehicle on the final

(lO-degree) ray, and perform t,he rearward offtracking
procedure untiL the rear of the vehicle reaches the
260-degree ray.

6. Correc! any inward incursion of the tractor
inside the specified path, as described earlier.

7. Cotnpute the required steering angle for thê
corrected path by using a cubic spline curve fit to
the 25I data points of the pathr which gives directLy
the tangent to this path at each poínt.

8. Wherever the steering angle exceeds the
vehicle steering Iirnitr produce a circular arc of
the mininurn steering radius until it neets the cor-
rected path and arrange a suitable transition where
the pâths meet.

9. Drive the vehicle forward using the off-
tracking procedure along the modified path fron Step
I and develop the actual steeríng angle using the
procedurê described in Step 7.

10. From the hitch position of each towing unit,
the orientatlon of each towed unit, and the edge
geonetry of each towed unlt, compute a vehicle swept
path as the inner¡nost and outer¡nost lirnits r,rhere
each vehicle edge at each step of the offtracking
procedure ¡neets each of the rays. Then conpute the
clearance betvreen the ínside of the vehicle and the
curb.

11. Print the results and store them for plot-
ting.

The progran vras written !o develop the rnethod
described in this paper. It is not considered sult-
able for highway geometric design purposes. rt could
be relatively easily ¡nodified in various ways, such
adding curb- or path-generation methods to represent
particular highway geometric design standardst
building in the dimensions of standard vehicles used
in highway geonetric designr or including other off-
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FIGURE 5 Tfactor pirouettc.
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FIGURE 6 Modification of tractor path necessitated by
re{erse offtracking.

incursion (a few centi¡neters) of the the vehicle
inside the specified path. The final problern arises
during this forr,rard offtrackÍng step. For sotne con-
binations large steering anglesr which exceed the
steering angle límit, nay be required. when the
steering li¡nit is reached in the forward offtracking
phase, that steerÍng angle ¡nust be held and the
vehicle made to proceed forward in a steady turn
until that turn trajectory ¡neets the desired trajec-
tory when a smooth transition is arranged onto the
desired trajectory.

COMPUTER PROGRÀM

The steering-path rnethod outlined has been prograruned
in FORTRAN for an IBM 3o8x-series computer. The pro-
gram proceeds fn the following steps!

1. Define a coordinate systern origin and define
251 rays at l-degree angfes fron +10 to +260 degrees,
as shown in rigure 7.
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FIGURE B llactor steering angle hietory in right turn of 9.144'm
radiue.

tracking procedures. lhe program takes only a few
secondE to run. However, because of the accuracy
necessary in this type of geometric computationr
double-precision arlth¡netlc is used throughout. Many
large arrays are also used to si¡nplify programming.
The progra¡n is therefore not reâdlly transferable to
a nicrocornputer' though undoubtedly lt could be with
some modlfication to the flogr of cornputation and sorne
careful evaluation of the actual nurnber of rays re-
quired for partfcular vehicles. The progratn lrill deal
rrith vehlcles of up to seven unitsr r+hlch is the con-
ventlonal triple. It will not at present handle a
¡nultibranched chaln of vehicle units, though agalnr
Ëhat rnight not be a difficult ¡nodificatlon.
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Flgure 8 showE the steering angle history of a
tractor in co¡nbination rrith a 13.7-¡n (45-ft) seni-
trailer conputed by thís progra¡n in a go-degree right
turn of 9.144-m radius. Thls is clearly different
fro¡n the steady value used in conventional offtrack-
ing procedures. It is of Ínterest that the program
of sayer could be u6ed to determine the steering
path ln a right turn by suítable choice of steering
input segments through a geries of iterations.

The major li¡nitation of both the ¡nethod and the
prograrn ls that the user must specify the path of
the rear of the vehicle. This path may not always be
easily deternlned. subtle variations in this path
rnay also cause signíficant effects on the duration
and magnitude of excurslon out of the exit lane.
Nevertheless, this rnethod does reproduce the charac-
teristic trajectory of the right turnr which Ís not
readily possible with a direct offtracking procedure.

CONCI,USIONS

À method has been developed that perrnits conputatlon
of the sÍrept path of a vehlcle combination of arbi-
trâry conflguration as lt rnakes a rlght turn of snall
radius. fhls ¡nethod, the Eteering-path rnethodr re-
quÍres a good estinate of the path of the reâr of
the vehicle Íf the svrept path is to be real.istlc.
Such as estfnate may. in sone cases. be relativeJ.y
easíly obtalned. llhe ¡nethod has been progranmed in
FORTRÀN for a large-scale IBM computer system.

The nork to date demonstrates that there is a
direct cotnputational method for estimating the Ewept
path of a truck combination in a small-radius right
turn, a sÍtuatfon for which ân offtracklng procedure
is often inappropriate.9lhen fully developedr the
nethod nay be of interest where extenaled length con-
binations are required to travel to urban areas that
have highway geonetrics of a bygone standard.
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